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Welcome
Welcome to another newsletter…
In this issue, we consider an interesting shift in "Personal Perception", using a pendulum for a "yes" or
"no" confirmation, the amazing Colloidal Silver, and looking at a useful program for 2010.
As always, no hugs, just the facts… So let's jump right in…
Kind regards,
Campbell M Gold

An Interesting Shift in Personal
and group Perception
Introduction
As we move into 2010, it is increasingly obvious, and worrying, that our perceptive abilities have been
radically altered and attenuated by evolving and manipulated group think norms. A pervading energy
of domination, aggressiveness, exploitation, unaccountability, and self-gratification has been steadily
emerging. The problem is that in an evolving culture, as with our "human" culture, group
consciousness, within the various culture groups, becomes greater than the sum of their component
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parts (e.g. human individuals) and takes on its own consciousness and exploitive instinct to survive.
Hence, as we have increasingly seen over the past years, group and leadership consensus may, and
often does become invalid, ill-advised, immoral, self-gratifying, illegal, or just plain incompetent.
Because of this pervading, controlling and exploitive group consciousness, our individual perceptions
have also radically changed, and are no longer "rationally" or "logically" reliable - the result is that you
can (if you are in a position too) fool, just about all the people, all of the time. Thus we find that, today,
objectivity, as a process of analysis and evaluation is no longer reliable, and what is "actually real"
can no longer be necessarily confirmed (oft times, "reality" is what an exploitive group says it is - and
the manipulated masses unquestioningly accept it). "Truth", "fact", and "reality" have now been so
tampered with and manipulated by the "controlling elite", and then injected into the group
consciousness, that we, the goyim, can no longer rely upon our rational senses to identify and confirm
what is really there. This is not good.
That means that as we move forward into this new and very political phase of human evolution, past
track/events/experiences can no longer be used to project forward an accurate prediction of future
trends (social, economic, industrial, conflict, health, physical, geological, global, etc). The problem is
that none of our current and traditional methods of analysis and diagnosis will produce reliable results.
As we now move into this new, and strange, cycle of universal-energy unfoldment, the past and the
future will not necessarily or predictably flow linearly through the "now". Furthermore, the flow of past
to future is not necessarily linked or converged through the "now" of experiential reality.
So, what's the solution?
To balance the group consciousness distortion/illusion/delusion, and to arrive at an accurate analysis,
it is important, even necessary, to include a "subjective" dimension through which all "objectively"
gathered data can be filtered and "tested". That means that for the evaluation of experiential reality,
you need to test all things through your 6th sense; and then only hold fast to that which is confirmed
thereby.
In other words, develop your intuition to the point that you will be able to see through all things and
you will never be fooled or duped again.
The worrying thing is that, today, only about 2% of what we believe to be "true" is, in fact, true!
Conversely, 98% of what we are exposed to, manipulated by, and what we believe to be true, is
actually "deliberately generated" illusion and delusion. That is why, more than ever before, we need to
develop our subjective analytical abilities to enable us to see through the deceptions and falsehoods.
In all this, who or what can you trust?
The only one that you can trust and be guided by is yourself - especially the "inner" subjective you.
That is the only "final analysis" that you can accept, trust, and confidently rely upon.
In other words, develop and follow your intuition in all things as you negotiate this strange period. As
we operate within the pervading group consciousness, and its expectations for 2012 and beyond, it
will be our subjective perceptions, and only our subjective perceptions that will see us through.
So, with the interesting change in "Personal Perception",
this is a good time to really develop your
sixth sense of intuitive understanding and knowing.
See "A Useful Product for 2010" later in this newsletter…
--()--
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For more information,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com
--()-For more information on this topic,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Something to Ponder
Today's controlling elite (political, industrial, military, pharmaceutical, financial, etc) often reflect
Alexander Haig, when he said,
"That's not a lie, it's a terminological inexactitude. Also a tactical misrepresentation."
--()-For more topics and articles of interest,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Something to Use
Pendulum Movement

So, you want to get some subjective answers, quickly, and easily… The pendulum is just the thing…
Pendulum movement is interpreted as follows:
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PENDULUM MOVEMENT
MOVEMENT

MEANING

Circular Clockwise

Yes

Vertical or Horizontal Back and Forth

No

Circular Anti-Clockwise

Don't know

Elliptical Clockwise

Yes - However there are reservations that
should be further investigated

Elliptical Anti-Clockwise

Don't know - However there are
reservations that should be further
investigated

No Movement

There is no determinable energy associated
with the question

Circular Clockwise Distorted

Yes - However there are obstacles that
should be further investigated

Circular Anti-Clockwise Distorted

Don’t know - However there are obstacles
that should be further investigated

--()-For more information,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Health Bite
THE AMAZING
COLLOIDAL
SILVER
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Compiled by
Campbell M Gold
(2009)
--()-IMPORTANT
The health information contained herein is not meant as a substitute for advice from your
physician, or other health professional. The following material is intended for general interest
only; and it should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any condition whatever. If you are
concerned about any health issue, symptom, or other indication, you should consult your
regular physician, or other health professional. Consequently, the Author cannot accept
responsibility for any individual who misuses the information contained in this material. Thus,
the reader is solely responsible for all of the health information contained herein. However,
every effort is made to ensure that the information in this material is accurate; but, the Author
is not liable for any errors in content or presentation, which may appear herein.
--()-Introduction
Throughout history silver has been used as a preservative and to fight infections; and colloidal silver
is a suspension of the element silver in a suitable solution, typically water.
How Does it Work?
Colloidal Silver inhibits the growth of one-celled organisms, (such as bacteria and viruses, etc) by
deactivating the organism's oxygen metabolism enzymes. In turn, this destroys the cell's membranes
and halts the replication of the cell's DNA.
One of the most interesting aspects of using colloidal silver instead of antibiotics is that the body does
not seem to build a resistance to the silver, in the same way that is does to prescription antibiotics.
Additionally, colloidal silver also functions as a healing agent.
Uses
Silver, like mercury, was used as a medicine in the late 1800s; and its primary application was as a
topical antiseptic. Use of silver, in the form of silver nitrate solution, is still used today in newborns as
a topical eye drop to prevent eye infections.
Many people keep colloidal silver in the medicine cupboard, and utilize it for colds and flu, as well as
topically, as in cases of rashes or infection on the skin.
Colloidal silver improves digestion, aids in the regeneration of damaged cells and tissues; it also helps
to prevent colds, flu, and organism caused diseases.
Other Uses
Research indicates that because of the high absorption of silver in the small intestine, the "friendly
bacteria" in the large intestine are not affected. However, all bacterial, viral, and fungal organisms are
killed within six minutes of contact with colloidal silver. Higher silver content in the body causes faster
and more frequent contact with these organisms; and no "disease causing organism" can live in the
presence of simple silver.
The following are a few of the conditions in which the use of Colloidal Silver has proved effective:


Acne
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Athlete's Foot



Candida



Colitis



Dermatitis



Eczema



Flu



Herpes



Hepatitis



Lyme disease



Malaria



Pneumonia



Psoriasis



Ringworm



Rhinitis Rosacea



Shingles



Staph Infection



Strep Infections



Stomach Flu



Ulcers



Tonsillitis



Yeast Infections

Applications
Liquid silver preparations as well as ointment formulations may be applied directly to the skin.
However, a few drops on a cotton-bud or dressing may be used to disinfect any wound or sore.
Liquid silver is typically administered orally, but can also be injected. It can also be used vaginally,
anally, atomized, or inhaled into the nose or lungs, and it can be dropped directly into the eyes.
Dosage
To start - take one teaspoon, 1 x daily, for seven days; then reduce to 1/2 x teaspoon, 1 x daily.
Children should use proportionally smaller doses.
For colds and flu symptoms, up to 1 x tablespoon, 3 x daily.
Colloidal Silver for AIDS
Since in active aids, the suppressed immune system of the body is open to all kinds of disease,
Colloidal Silver may be a beneficial non-toxic supplement because of its ability to fight viruses and
bacteria. However, according to USA FDA rules, "Colloidal Silver cannot be marketed or advertised
as a treatment for the HIV virus".
Is Colloidal Silver Safe?
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Colloidal silver is non-toxic (cannot cause damage to organs - liver, kidneys, etc, as many prescription
drugs can do over time), and it is non-addictive. Colloidal silver is even safe for use by pregnant
women or nursing mothers.
Q. Can colloidal silver be used daily, indefinitely, as a routine "daily supplement"?
A. It is suggested that colloidal silver be used as needed, for brief periods of time, and then effecting
long breaks between usages.
Overdosing should not be of concern even if more than recommended doses are administered. After
a few days of use, one might experience a detox effect in the form of feeling sluggish or mild aches.
However, consumption of water will cause these symptoms to disappear.
Preparation and Storage
The container and dropper must be glass, as plastic cannot preserve the silver in liquid suspension
for any length of time. High concentrations of silver do not kill disease germs more effectively than the
safe range of 3 to 5 parts per million (ppm), and may cause silver build-up in the body, eventually
resulting in a silver toxicity called Argyria, a permanent discoloration of the skin to a gray shade.
End
--()-Please visit the "Health Archive" on our website for the latest Health Items.

http://campbellmgold.com

IMPORTANT
Any health information contained in this Newsletter is not meant as a substitute for advice
from your physician, or other health professional. The presented material is intended for
general interest only; and it should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any condition
whatever. If you are concerned about any health issue, symptom, or other indication, you
should consult your regular physician, or other health professional. Consequently, the Author
cannot accept responsibility for any individual who misuses the information contained in this
material. Thus, the reader is solely responsible for all of the health information contained
herein. However, every effort is made to ensure that the information in this material is
accurate; but, the Author is not liable for any errors in content or presentation, which may
appear herein.

A Useful Product for 2010
Developing Intuition
With the interesting change in "Personal Perception", this is a good time to really develop your sixth
sense of intuitive understanding and knowing.
Description
This program will guide you into a pleasant, deep state, of relaxation through voice, the
drowsy sounds of the sea, positive visualisation, affirmations, and dreamy musical ambience.
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And in this hypnotic state, you will access, and reprogram, your subconscious mind to enable
you to develop and enhance your sixth sense, perceptions, problem solving ability, and
natural power of intuition. This program does not contain any subliminal message elements

"This is my favorite CMG program - it relaxes me in such a way that I just drift into that special place
where I can find the solutions to my problems and the answers to my questions. I love the steps to
developing intuition that are give in the program, and the imagery was definitely written specially for
me. Prima!" (Ms J O)
Program Overview
The 'Developing Intuition' Program contains voice, the drowsy sounds of the sea, positive visualisation,
and dreamy musical ambience, and you will be guided through the session. As you listen to the
program, simply flow with the guided visualisation, and just let go. Listen to this program every day in
a time and place where you can give it your full attention and have the freedom to thoroughly relax.
Never listen to this program while driving or operating a machine - it contains a potent relaxation
technique that requires you to become deeply and completely relaxed. Although the relaxation
technique may be new to you, it is completely safe and natural.
If you are sitting, position yourself with your spine straight, feet flat on the floor, and your palms facing
up on your lap. If you are lying down, lie flat on your back with your arms and legs uncrossed.
If you are listening before sleeping (recommended), you will drift off to a pleasant and restful sleep
after the program is over. Even if you fall asleep during the program, the powerful suggestions will still
reach your subconscious mind, have total effect, and will bring maximum results.
Listening to this program at any other time also induces a state of deep relaxation, from which you will
return invigorated.
(Running Time approx 45 Mins)
--()-Please visit the "Product Pages" on our website for the latest information,
programs, formats, and price.
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http://campbellmgold.com

Newsletter Back Issues
Back Issues of the "Campbell M Gold Newsletter" are located in the "Newsletter Archive" on our
website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Visit Us
Visit http://campbellmgold.com for more information,
products, special offers, and free gifts
Copyright © Campbell M Gold
Website: http://campbellmgold.com
Email: veritas@campbellmgold.com

Thank You

--()-v1506
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